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Where World War I is concerned, as with many other themes, Belgian 
historians have long distinguished themselves by an absence of (self-)crit-
ical refl ection about their works, practices, and methods. As this chap-
ter will show, there has been no dearth of research into the war and its 
consequences.1 However, the absence of any culture of historiographical 
debate has too often prevented historians from putting their works into 
perspective and revealing both their logical structures and their evolu-
tion. Seen through a century of Great War histories, Belgian historians 
have undeniably plied their “trade”: publications have (almost) never 
ceased, subsequently listed in comprehensive bibliographies. More re-
cently, inventories have been painstakingly drawn up and complemented 
by practical source guides.2 But an overall line of thinking about the way 
in which World War I has been recounted over a century by Belgian his-
torians is still missing.

This lacuna seems all the more fl agrant because works about the me-
morial culture emerging after the Great War have increased in number 
for the past two decades, in Belgium as elsewhere. Narratives about the 
war produced by monuments, school textbooks, and museums have, as we 
shall see, become almost classic research themes of historical investiga-
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tion. But the narrative produced by historians themselves, and the part 
they have taken (or not) over a century in the debate about the past of 
war, have, for their part, remained obviously strangely hidden.

Memories of the Great War

1914–40

Although the Belgian nation-state had enjoyed a comfortable peace since 
its independence in 1830, the invasion of its national territory by Ger-
many, one of the powers supposed to guarantee its neutrality, plunged 
the country into the heart of the European confl ict from August 1914 
onward. For the four ensuing years, most of the country lived under an 
occupying government that affected the lives of six million Belgians. The 
hitherto unknown violence of the invasion, which caused fi fty-fi ve hun-
dred civilian victims between August and October 1914, also gave rise to 
a mass exile: more than a million men and women took refuge in France, 
England, and the Netherlands, where six hundred thousand of them re-
mained until the armistice in 1918. As far as the narrow strip of national 
territory that remained free was concerned, it was protected, somehow or 
other, by a few hundred thousand Belgian soldiers who were put to fl ight 
and, in the autumn of 1914, fell back into the Yser plain, where they 
stayed until September 1918.

Throughout the interwar period, World War I arose as a principal fac-
tor lending structure to collective Belgian memories. The memory of the 
1914–18 war was, fi rst and foremost, inscribed in stone. In just a hand-
ful of years, mainly between 1920 and 1924, steles, statues, commemora-
tive plaques, and memorials fl ourished in almost all the country’s towns 
and villages, forming a huge network of monuments.3 And the heart 
of this network lay, unsurprisingly, in the country’s capital: on 11 No-
vember 1922, the tomb of the Unknown Soldier was inaugurated in the 
center of Brussels. Illustrating the incorporation under way of the 1914–
18 experience within an older patriotic narrative, this monument was 
erected at the foot of the Colonne du Congrès, a tower built in the mid-
nineteenth century as homage to national awakening and liberal parlia-
mentarianism. At the end of the war, and for decades thereafter, this has 
been where war veteran associations met, enjoying pride of place in these 
commemorations.4

By paying tribute to the soldiers slain for the motherland, Belgium be-
came part of a huge transnational commemorative movement that spread 
throughout Europe. During earlier years, monuments to unknown soldiers 
had seen the light of day in France and England—countries that were 
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followed, also in 1922, by Czechoslovakia, Greece, and Serbia.5 But un-
like the case of its two powerful neighbors, in Belgium the civilian expe-
rience of the war also found its place in the monumental memory. The 
supreme “heroes” were, needless to say, the combatants, and in partic-
ular King Albert I, commander in chief of the army who, with the war, 
became a living myth.6 However, alongside the “hero,” the fi gure of the 
“martyr” was also inscribed in stone. Monuments paid homage to civil-
ians killed during the 1914 invasion, in particular in those “martyr cities,” 
Dinant and Louvain. Others were dedicated to the memory of those who, 
like Gabrielle Petit and Edith Cavell, paid for their resistance to the oc-
cupying Germans with their lives. Other more controversial monuments 
honored those who were deported to Germany.7 The monumentalization 
of memory thus encompassed a plurality of war experiences in the name 
of a shared suffering “for the motherland,” a notion in which national, 
regional, but also communal forms of belonging all fi tted together. Ex-
cluded de facto from this category were exiled persons, suspected of having 
abandoned the country at the very moment when it was in danger; these 
persons soon disappeared from the collective memory.

The monumental memory emerged above all “from below.” Monuments 
were usually erected by towns and villages (communes), without the help 
of national and provincial authorities, and funded by local subscriptions.8 
Throughout the interwar period, the Belgian state remained remarkably 
withdrawn from commemorations. After the signing of the Locarno Pact 
in 1925, which was meant to mark international détente, the central 
government even refused to participate in the inaugurations of memo-
rials recalling the massacre of civilians in 1914 or accusing Germany of 
“atrocities.” What ensued was nothing less than a divorce between offi cial 
memory and local memory, as is attested to by the inauguration in 1936 of 
the Furore Teutonico monument paying homage to the 674 civilians killed 
in Dinant during the invasion: the ceremony was held in the presence of a 
large crowd and many local notables, but without any representative from 
the central government.9 The sole exception to this noninterventionism 
on the part of the state, the Eupen-Malmédy region, separated from Ger-
many and annexed to Belgium in 1919 after a simulacrum of a referendum, 
suffered the repression of a German countermemory: homage to soldiers 
hailing from those cantons, who fought for Germany, to which they were 
at that time attached, was banned in that region.10

In a more lasting way, the “laissez-faire” attitude of the Belgian state 
with regard to commemorations, and the place it left to initiatives “from 
below,” would permit the emergence of a Flemish countermemory of the 
war. During the fi rst months of the confl ict, a “united front” did, to be 
sure, come into being around a Belgium whose very survival was threat-
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ened. But this initial consensus was swiftly smithereened, in particular 
under the infl uence of a radicalized fringe of the Flemish movement, a 
movement that had been organized since the mid-nineteenth century to 
lay claim to a Flemish cultural recognition in a nation-state dominated by 
the French-speaking bourgeoisie. On the Yser front, a Frontbeweging (lit-
erally: front movement) came into being among the troops from 1917 on-
ward, to denounce the injustices suffered at the front by Flemish soldiers 
and claim the (cultural) autonomy of Flanders. In occupied territory, “ac-
tivists,” for their part, were involved in an overt collaboration with the 
occupier in the hope of seeing the claims of the Flemish movement being 
fulfi lled. The immediate postwar period and the upsurge of Belgian patri-
otism that went with it would have the effect of congealing that antag-
onism. This was illustrated by the controversies that went hand in hand 
with the program of Belgian justice responsible for punishing those who 
had failed in their patriotic duties during the war. Among these latter, 
there were both war profi teers and spies, as well as Flemish and Walloon 
activists. All were accused of having betrayed the motherland, a heroic 
image of which was developed as a counterpoint to those trials that had a 
central place in Belgian newspapers of the day.11 The “profi teer” was the 
person who attracted the most condemnation during the initial postwar 
years, but it was, nevertheless, another fi gure, that of the Flemish activist, 
who would become a central memory issue during the following decades.

The matter of how convicted Flemish persons were treated—be it the 
execution of sentences, the restoration of political rights, or amnesty—
lay at the heart of political arguments between the wars. Before long it 
polarized Belgian memories of the war, as is shown by the rifts between 
veterans’ associations. Situated, to begin with, in the Catholic and Flem-
ish movement, the Vlaamsche Oud-Strijders (VOS) became radicalized 
in the 1920s and ended up incarnating the legacy of the Frontbeweging. 
They did indeed develop a frenzied pacifi sm, but they also rose up in 
support of a Flemish nationalism that veered off in an ever more anti-
Belgian direction. A not inconsiderable number of Flemish war veterans 
nevertheless remained faithful to Belgian patriotism, incarnated by the 
powerful National Federation of Combatants and, even more radically, by 
the National Association of Combatants at the Front during the 1920s, 
and the Union des Fraternelles de l’Armée de campagne, as well as the 
Fédération Nationale des Croix du Feu during the 1930s.12 As we can see, 
far from disappearing with the liberation, the community divisions occur-
ring during the war became lastingly rooted during the following decades, 
including in the commemorative landscape.

In the Yser plain, in the 1920s, memory of the war was galvanized 
by the Flemish movement, keen to give voice to its claims—under the 
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slogan Ici notre sang, à quand nos droits (Here is our blood, what about our 
rights)—which gradually evolved toward an anti-Belgian logic. In 1930, 
the nationalist Flemish content of the Yser commemorations was con-
fi rmed by the erection of the Yser Tower, an imposing monument intended 
to be at once Christian, pacifi st, and Flemish. The romantic rhetoric that 
was used for it was the exact mirror of the rhetoric to be heard around the 
tomb of the Unknown Soldier.13 And there, too, it was war veterans who 
carried the memory. There was just one difference, but a fundamental one: 
at the Yser Tower, it was not Belgian heroes who were honored but “Flem-
ish martyrs,” who died for a Belgian homeland that was not theirs. The 
political program of this setting of memory was displayed loud and clear on 
that monument: “Everything for Flanders, Flanders for Christ.”

1940–45

Less than a quarter of a century after the 1918 Armistice, Belgium was once 
again invaded by the German army. In May 1940, after an eighteen-day 
military campaign that ended with the surrender of the Belgian army, the 
country’s second occupation got underway, which did not come to an end 
until fi ve years later. In the eyes of contemporaries, the memory of the 
Great War would be the matrix for “reading” World War II: for the oc-
cupying populations as for the occupied populations, the memory of the 
years 1914–18 was still very much alive, and for many of them World 
War I was not just a past recounted by others but a social experience di-
rectly lived.

“Transfers of experiences” from one war to another were particularly 
visible in the emergence of the initial resistance movements in 1940. The 
actions they ushered in were, in an initial period at least, directly cop-
ied from those undertaken two decades earlier. Thus it was that La Libre 
Belgique, an underground newspaper published during the fi rst occupa-
tion, was reborn from its ashes in 1940. Certain news networks created in 
1914–18 were, for their part, “simply” rekindled: at the head of one of the 
most important news networks during 1914–18, with La Dame Blanche, 
Walthère Dewé resumed those activities, for example, in 1940, by found-
ing the Clarence network, based on a social commitment that had devel-
oped twenty-fi ve years earlier.14

In a broader sense, traces of 1914–18, represented by monuments (such 
as the tomb of the Unknown Soldier) and anniversaries (for example, 11 
November) were all places and moments marked by tensions between 
the occupied and the occupiers. The anniversary of 11 November 1940 
was thus a particular challenge, because the ban on armistice commem-
orations in that particular year marked the end of what had seemed to 
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be the summer when everything might be possible—that period when 
Germany’s victory was probable, and when a state collaboration could be 
envisaged. During the following years and up until the end of the con-
fl ict, despite that ban, 11 November remained a special moment for com-
memorating World War I, even though that commemoration was limited 
both in its geographical settings (an urban phenomenon was essentially 
involved) and in its social settings (that memory was essentially under-
pinned by the middle classes).15

Where the occupier was concerned, the memory of the fi rst occupa-
tion also turned out to be crucial. The German Westforschung, which had 
had a certain importance from the early 1930s onward, partly recruited 
people among those who had administered Belgium in 1914–18. With 
a view to preparing the coming invasion, the German military machine 
had every intention of making the most of past experience, which is why 
it painstakingly went through the administrative reports drawn up at that 
time with a fi ne-tooth comb. Once the second invasion had become a 
reality, and during the fi rst two years of the war in particular, references 
to the previous occupation increased in number. In this way, the oc-
cupying power intended to lend meaning to the policy being adopted, 
whether it was the Flamenpolitik, economic governance, or relations with 
the Church.16 What is more, the occupier became involved in one of the 
most active memorial policies: monuments that were reminders of the 
1914 massacres, like the one at Dinant, were destroyed, the German ar-
chives brought together by the Commission des Archives de la Guerre 
were seized, and school textbooks were “cleansed” of the narrative of Bel-
gian “martyrdom” in 1914–18.

1945–2018

The memory of the Great War did not disappear after World War II. On 
the contrary, during the fi rst decades after 1945, it provided the frame-
works, both physical and mental, in which commemorations of World 
War II were conducted. As symbols of national resistance, the places of 
memory of the Great War were spontaneously reoccupied immediately 
after the Liberation. In September 1944, with Brussels only just liberated, 
people and authorities returning from exile thus gathered around the 
tomb of the Unknown Soldier. During the following decades, the com-
memorations included in their homage, alongside the World War I sol-
diers, who remained the model of patriotic heroism, both the combatants 
of the 1940 campaign and the resistance fi ghters of 1940–44. In addition 
to their never denied attachment to the Belgian nation, the new category 
of veterans thus remained faithful to the commemorative language that 
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came into being immediately after 1918, a language through which they 
tried, as much as possible, to link their war experiences to the ordeal of 
the 1914–18 front.17

A similar “retraditionalization” of the new war was also enacted in the 
Flemish countermemory. At the Yser Tower as well, the spirit of World 
War I continued to fl oat over the pilgrimages that were resumed in the 
late 1940s. Homage to Flemish soldiers, who were allegedly victims of an 
unjust Belgian state in 1914–18, now went hand in hand with an homage 
to other supposed victims of that same Belgian state, namely the Flemish 
“idealists” who collaborated with the occupier in 1940–44 and who, for 
that reason, suffered an unjust legal “repression” after the Liberation.18 
In that Flemish countermemory, as in the Belgian memory, the registry 
of martyrs grew longer after 1945, but as we can see this did not alter the 
patriotic interpretation of commemorations.

In this polarized arena, the Belgian state struggled to be heard and un-
derstood. As in the interwar period, groups of veterans, political associa-
tions, and local programs were given a free hand where commemorations 
were concerned. The bitter failure of the Belgian Museum of the World 
Wars attested to that weak position of the public powers that be when 
it came to memory culture. Unanimously adopted by the parliament in 
1945, the project for a Belgian Museum of the World Wars was aimed 
at bringing together all the archives, publications, and memories con-
cerning the history of the two world wars, which, once again, seemed to 
constitute just one history.19 But that project would never see the light of 
day for lack of funding,20 and the fragmentation of the commemorative 
landscape was duly noted: the Belgian state would not take under its wing 
any centralized policy of memory, after World War II, either.

Memorial practices and representations coming into being after the 
Great War thus survived the 1940–45 experience, despite the obvious dif-
ferences between the two wars. Far from upsetting the legacy of 1914–18, 
on the contrary, the memory of World War II became grafted onto the old 
patriotic memory, attesting to the symbolic importance preserved by the 
Great War. The commemorations for the fi ftieth anniversary of World 
War I, held between 1964 and 1968, illustrated the lasting quality of that 
legacy. In October 1964, a national parade was organized as a tribute to 
King Albert and war veterans, while a mass celebrating the memory of 
the invasion was held in the Saint-Michel Cathedral in the heart of Brus-
sels. The commemorative wave came to an end in 1968 with a whole host 
of (local) events, celebrating the “50th Anniversary of Victory,” in the 
presence of veterans from 1914–18, for whom it was often one of their 
last public appearances. New cultural vectors were also mobilized for that 
anniversary. In 1964, inspired by the success of the BBC program The 
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Great War, French-speaking Belgian television launched 1914–1918: Le 
Journal de la Grande Guerre. During the four years that followed, the war 
was recounted through the use of documents, reconstructions, and oral 
testimony. Broadcast during prime time, and in a period when there was 
only one television channel, the program quickly became an institution 
for television viewers and a model for the Belgian school of the historical 
documentary.21

During the ensuing decades, it was nevertheless above all at the lo-
cal and no longer national level that the memory of the Great War was 
kept alive. At Dinant, where we have seen how the war affected people’s 
minds, the memory of the invasion remained very vivid throughout the 
twentieth century, as well as being tinged by Germanophobia: up until 
2001, the German fl ag was not included among the European fl ags dec-
orating the Pont Charles de Gaulle.22 In other cities, in particular in the 
Westhoek region, local memory and transnational memory continued to 
reciprocally fuel one another for a century.23 At Ypres, the tradition of 
the “last post”—the bugle call to the dead, in use in the Commonwealth 
armies, which came into being in 1928 from a private initiative—is still 
practiced to this very day: every evening, the bugle calls of the local fi re 
brigade attract many tourists by playing this musical homage. But beyond 
those towns and villages that were the most affected, the 1964–68 com-
memorations were also the swan song of the memory of 1914–18, at least 
in the form it had hitherto taken.

Starting with the end of the 1960s, the Great War gradually began 
to retreat from collective memories. There were many different causes 
for this. First and foremost they had to do with a generational change, 
namely the gradual death of war veterans of 1914–18. The memory of the 
Great War had developed during the postwar decades, as we have seen, 
because of the commemorative action of thousands of veterans assembled 
in associations. Starting from that organization “from below” of the mem-
ory that they incarnated and built upon in one and the same movement, 
the “elders” of 1914–18, by leaving the stage, fi nally also sealed the fate 
of their war memory. No other memorial player took up the baton to take 
the memory of 1914–18 into the public place: the public authorities re-
mained at a distance from the commemorative fi eld of tension, while the 
circles of memory of 1940 to 1945 gradually freed themselves from that 
guardian fi gure, represented by the Great War veteran—a heroic fi gure, 
to be sure, but, in the end, inhibiting and even troublesome, to such an 
extent did the comparison of the sufferings endured during the two world 
wars invariably seem to favor the “generation of fi re.”24

Furthermore, Belgian patriotic memory, which had dominated the narra-
tive of the 1914–18 experience, was directly contradicted in that period 
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by the political development of the country. The erosion of Belgian na-
tional sentiment undermined a memory that, henceforth, in Flanders, 
struggled to compete with the Flemish countermemory. In the 1970s, 
that political development became an institutional reality: the reforms 
introduced by the state granted an ever broader autonomy to subnational 
regions and communities.25 Keen to root their legitimacy in the past, 
these new subnational entities laid claim to various places of memory, 
which had hitherto been living in quasi-autonomy, while at the same 
time making a direct or indirect contribution to the development of new 
memorial structures.26 This phenomenon has been particularly visible in 
Flanders. It has come to the fore around World War II places of memory, 
in particular with the program to create an ambitious holocaust museum, 
which opened its doors in 2012 under the name Kazerne Dossin: Musée 
de l’Holocauste et des Droits de l’Homme. World War I has not, however, 
been completely forgotten, as is shown by the support given by Flanders 
(but also by the European Union) to the museum In Flanders Fields that 
opened its doors in 1998. Since the 1980s, the Flemish authorities have 
also taken charge of the Yser Tower, declaring the site to be a “memo-
rial of Flemish emancipation.” In this context, the monument has been 
“cleansed” of its most embarrassing references to a controversial past, in 
particular the collaboration during World War II. Recognized in 1997 by 
UNESCO as a monument for peace, this old symbol of nationalist Flem-
ish memory is today refocused on a universalist peace discourse. Anyhow, 
the Belgian motherland, for which the soldiers of 1914–18 repeatedly re-
minded others that they had sacrifi ced themselves, appeared like a left-
over of history.

There was a fi nal factor, and not one of the least signifi cant, that ex-
plains the dwindling interest in 1914–18: the new place taken by World 
War II in collective memories, in Belgium and elsewhere. From the 1970s 
onward, the memory of World War II was gradually extricated from the 
memorial settings of World War I. From then on, it was less patriotic 
heroism that was promoted than the sufferings endured by the various 
categories of victims (fi rst among them the victims of Nazi racial arbi-
trariness). A new relation to the past saw the light of day and rendered 
the old heroic narratives of the trenches obsolete.27 Now putting genocide 
of the Jews at its center and erecting human rights as a key, the memory 
of World War II came across as the predominant new memory paradigm, 
casting the 1914–18 war into the shadows. An edifying example is pro-
vided for us by television: the Great War had been the object of much 
pioneering attention in 1964–68, but it subsequently disappeared from 
Belgian TV channels. It was World War II that would, from then on, give 
the historical documentary its respectability. It was not until the end of 
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the 1990s and the “rediscovery” of the Great War that the 1914–18 con-
fl ict reappeared on the small screen.28 And in that memorial “rediscov-
ery,” historians would, for the fi rst time, play a signifi cant part.

The impressive scale and intensity of the recent centenary commem-
orations cannot be understood without taking into account the fact that 
the memory of this confl ict had never completely disappeared. On the 
contrary, since the end of the Cold War and the Yugoslav Wars, histori-
ans had begun to reinvest this historiographical fi eld by emphasizing the 
confl ict’s seminal character. They were quickly followed by the general 
public, as already demonstrated by the vivacity of the ninetieth anniver-
sary commemorations in 2004–8. Still, in many regards, and this obvi-
ously stands in comparison with other countries, the commemorations of 
the centenary of the Great War have marked the resurgence of the war as 
an important element of Belgian collective memory. This is not only the 
consequence of the unprecedented media hype surrounding the war but a 
much broader phenomenon. Between 2014 and 2018, books and all kinds 
of special press editions fl ooded the market, and numerous television doc-
umentaries29 and a plethora of exhibitions, some of them with tremen-
dous success,30 presented the war or aspects of it. World War I museums 
were created or renovated,31 and “classical” World War I–related sites 
were rediscovered and/or invested with new meaning. At fi rst glance, 
this resurgence may seem unexpected, given the fact that the memory 
of World War II, the resistance, and the Shoah had come to overshadow 
World War I in Belgian memory culture as we have seen. Even more so 
that, for the fi rst time, there were no longer any direct witnesses left of 
the war years. However, this is by no means contradictory: indeed, there 
are still many adults who have known and been close to people with fi rst-
hand experiences of the Great War. This is why the centenary has in fact 
provoked a rediscovery of 1914–18 in a very intimate sense. As most of 
these adults are bound to disappear in the decades to come, the centenary 
commemorations might very well prove to be the last of their kind, with 
direct emotional ties still present. It is this we would refer to as the “cen-
tenary effect.” In other words, the current public enthusiasm is rooted to 
a large extent, albeit not exclusively, in family and/or local memories. 
It is rooted in the long-forgotten war correspondence or notebook one 
literally “stumbles” across, in all kinds of documents or objects one fi nds 
or might fi nd by chance in one’s attic, which all of a sudden establish an 
affective and personal link with this painful past that is undoubtedly more 
and more distant but continues to move and challenge today’s Belgians. 
This intimate dimension also underlies the way public demand for histori-
ans and archivists, museums, and the media expressed itself: while people 
wanted to understand the war on the most general level, this interest was 
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very often grounded in the desire to understand family or local history as 
part of a larger framework and to enable a refl ection on the foundations 
of today’s world. Overall, it is clear that the unprecedented scale of the 
commemorations of the “Great Centenary” exceeded all expectations.

Unsurprisingly, this upsurge of family and local memories was accom-
panied by political commemorative initiatives on all levels of the Belgian 
federal state, with commemorative policies varying considerably from 
one region to the other: Already in 2009, in its governmental agreement, 
the Flemish region had displayed its desire to commemorate, with much 
pomp and circumstance, the centenary of World War I with two explic-
itly declared objectives. On the one hand, this meant giving a powerful 
impetus to the economic and tourist sectors by making the most of the 
income from tourists, hailing in particular from the Commonwealth, who 
would pass through its territory between 2014 and 2018. On the other 
hand, the governing N-VA, the New Flemish Alliance, a regionalist 
and nationalist party, was intent on using the commemorations (and the 
international attention they provided) as a vehicle for gaining interna-
tional recognition. Therefore, it moved away from the traditional victim-
izing discourse that we have seen and ventured to put forward a universal 
message of peace.32 Bypassing the federal level, it was in particular the 
declaration “In Flanders Fields” that sought to establish the Flemish gov-
ernment as an important actor of the international commemorations of 
2014. However, the initiative eventually failed for different reasons. On 
the one hand, the declaration’s integral pacifi sm prompted critical reac-
tions as much in French-speaking Belgium as on the international scene. 
For many Walloons (and also, for that matter, for many Flemings) the 
exclusive emphasis on peace was ill-befi tting the Belgian World War I 
experience of occupation, atrocities, and civilian deportations: “Should 
all that have been accepted, because anything is better than war?”33 In-
ternationally, the criticism came fi rst and foremost from countries with 
a slightly more heroic memory culture, such as Australia and Canada, 
whose representatives wished to put forward a more positive interpreta-
tion of death on the battlefi eld. Another, although less outspoken reason 
for the rejection of the Flemish initiative might have been the unwilling-
ness of the international community to be drawn into the minefi eld of 
Belgian politics.

The other regions and the federal authorities had no intention of let-
ting Flanders enjoy a monopoly over World War I commemorations and 
reacted by developing their own commemorative program. In Wallonia, 
while the ambition to politicize the centenary was less pronounced, the 
regional government nevertheless made important efforts to mark its 
presence and carried a commemorative discourse that was rather consen-
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sual in the sense that it put forward very broad democratic values and did 
not try to fl ank an otherwise political agenda. This eventually refl ects the 
fact that historically speaking, in Wallonia, the memory of World War I 
has never been nearly as important for the construction of a regional 
identity as in Flanders.

Compared to the involvement of the Flemish and Walloon regional 
governments, the federal government has been a relatively less important 
actor of the Belgian centenary. In fact, its role has above all been to coor-
dinate the major international ceremonies organized in Liège (4 August 
2014), Niewpoort (28 October 2014), and Brussels (11 November 2018), 
where it tried as well as it could to project the image of a united country. 
These events were important international venues and can be consid-
ered the Belgian contribution to the transnationalization of commemo-
rations that we have seen throughout the centenary. As a consequence 
of this multilayered state activism, the 2014–18 centenary has arguably 
been turned into the greatest commemorative event in the history of the 
Belgian nation-state,34 just when this latter seems inexorably doomed to 
disappear.

However, one should be careful not to overestimate the importance 
of the centenary “from above.” As far as the attitudes and expectations 
of the broader public were concerned, and this is equally true for the 
northern and the southern part of the country, the political tensions aris-
ing between the Flemish government on the one side and the Walloon 
and federal government on the other did not structure the centenary as 
a whole. Instead, what you could see everywhere was the triumph of local 
and family expectations that surely integrated the international dimen-
sion of the confl ict, but which did so without necessarily being framed 
nationally. This is in stark contrast to the way the nation-state has been 
staged in many commemorations and exhibitions commissioned by the 
authorities.

Histories of the Great War

1914–18

Obviously enough, the memory of the Great War was not part of the 
monumental culture, the political debate, and the new mass media. The 
fi rst writing of the history of the war was more or less contemporary with 
events. This had to do with the fact that since the start of the confl ict it 
was evident for all the belligerents that the combat was not being played 
out solely on the battlefi eld. There was also a “war of words.”35 This was or-
ganized from 1914 onward around two major issues: the Kriegsschuldfrage, 
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or war guilt question, and the atrocities that accompanied the German 
invasion. In 1915, the German, French, and British governments pub-
lished “books” that were respectively “white,” “yellow,” and “blue,” at-
tempting to justify their positions and discredit the enemy’s theses. As 
a work of propaganda, that primitive writing of the history of the war 
also drew inspiration from historical methodology: publication of sources, 
critical reading and archival overlaps, use of oral testimony, etc. And, in 
return, those “books” became essential sources for the fi rst histories of the 
war, which soon saw the light of day in a more classic form.

Whether what was involved was the Kriegsschuldfrage or the atrocities, 
Belgium lay at the heart of the debate. Its position was due to its being 
a historical subject buffeted between the powers dominating Europe, but 
also because it produced a historiographical discourse. Renowned his-
torians such as Léon van der Essen, a professor at Louvain University, 
and Godefroid Kurth, teaching at Liege University, took up their pens 
while the war was still raging in order to describe certain conspicuous 
episodes in it.36 For its part, from 1916 onward, the Belgian government 
published three “gray books” dealing with the controversies associated 
with the origins of the war, the German invasion, and the use of irreg-
ular troops ( francs-tireurs). From the month of January 1915 on, it took 
part in an institutional way in these discussions, with the creation of a 
Bureau documentaire Belge (BDB), based in Le Havre. It was headed by 
Fernand Passelecq, a lawyer who, after the war, would be called upon by 
the Belgian government to draw up the list of Germans guilty of viola-
tions of the law of nations. Throughout the war, Passelecq put forward 
arguments, including against his own government, to refuse the “tricks of 
political propaganda”: for better or for worse, he tried to introduce what 
he called a “rigorous scientifi c discipline,” underwritten by “serious docu-
mentary researchers, and even historians.”37 But this scientifi c, not to say 
hermetic, character of the works produced within the BDB also had the 
effect of making them largely inaudible during the war.

The various volumes that appeared between 1915 and 1919 within 
the BDB formed de facto the fi rst history of Belgium in the Great War. 
They of course revisited the already mentioned controversies, but they 
also strove to provide information about other subjects, such as forced 
labor in Germany, the question of languages in occupied Belgium, the ac-
tivity of the government in exile, and the Belgian military campaigns in 
Africa. Among this historiographical output, before the term was coined, 
one book stood apart from the rest. We owe it to a sociologist, Fernand 
van Langenhove, who worked at the Institut Solvay before the war and 
later became secretary of the BDB. In 1916, aged just twenty-seven, he 
published Comment naît un Cycle de Légendes: Francs-tireurs et atrocités en 
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Belgique, which distinguished itself dazzlingly from the fl ood of writings 
dealing with that issue that appeared at the time.38 In order to under-
stand how the violence that marked the 1914 invasion was triggered, he 
made the decision to analyze only German sources, in particular the testi-
mony of soldiers, press articles, and offi cial reports and records. His study 
demonstrated that German soldiers were in fact victims of a “legend”: the 
existence of francs-tireurs, which was imaginary, but fueled by the mem-
ory of the war of 1870. It was that legend, van Langenhove concluded, 
that explained why those soldiers transgressed moral boundaries—taking 
it out on the civilian population, and in particular on women and chil-
dren—that were also par for the course in German ranks.39 Translated 
into four languages during the war, the work was praised by Marc Bloch 
at the end of the confl ict. French medievalists hailed both the analytical 
rigor and the critical distance of the book in a context of extreme politi-
cal polarization: “What is truly noteworthy is the fact that it was written 
in 1917, by a Belgian.”40

1918–45

The immediate postwar period seemed to perpetuate that early histori-
cization of 1914–18. With the goal of providing the sources and instru-
ments necessary for that historical narrative, the Commission of War 
Archives (CAG) was created in November 1919 by the government, 
as the brainchild of the Royal Commission of History. With the help of 
various provincial committees, the CAG had the task of collecting and 
inventorying, throughout the country, the archives relating to the Great 
War. In this way, Belgium became part of a movement to safeguard docu-
ments that was occurring all over Europe, and saw the birth of the Kriegs-
archive in Germany, the Imperial War Museum in Great Britain and the 
Comitato nazionale per la storia del Risorgimento in Italy. Within the 
steering committee of the CAG, there were mainly historians and archi-
vists complemented by a small political representation and Passelecq, the 
former director of the BDB.41 The chairman of that committee, and the 
driving force behind the creation of that institution, was Henri Pirenne, 
the tutelary fi gure of national historiography. Internationally recognized 
for his scientifi c qualities before the war, Pirenne also became a “Belgian 
hero” when the war ended because of the stout patriotism he had shown 
under the occupation, which resulted in his deportation to Germany.42 In 
spite of the prestige of its chairman, the CAG declined rapidly, essentially 
because of a lack of support from the Belgian state. In 1928, that pio-
neering work was abandoned once and for all: the rich archives brought 
together by the CAG were incorporated in the General Archives of the 
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Kingdom (AGR), where they would end up being moved from depot 
to depot to the point where they became no more than an inextricable 
shambles, and fell into oblivion for more than half a century.43

Over and above archives, interest in the history of the war found a sec-
ond institutional reading during the 1920s, one also aimed at providing 
the tools necessary for the “scientifi cization” of the narrative. The Revue 
Belge des Livres Documents et Archives de la Guerre 1914-1918 (RBLDA) 
started to be published in 1924. Much more than producing original con-
tributions, it focused on publishing critical surveys of the very abundant 
written output dealing with the Great War in Belgium and in its Congo-
lese colony.44 With the intent of addressing a broad public, the RBLDA 
tried to sort out the wheat from the chaff amid that fl ood of publica-
tions, its yardstick being the criteria of positivist methodology that had 
triumphed in the nineteenth century. While offering an overview of all 
the Belgian production about 1914–18, the RBDLA thus acted like an 
authority (de)legitimizing the work of those who were writing the history 
of the Great War, professionally or otherwise.

Throughout the interwar years, the 1914–18 event in fact gave rise to 
an unprecedented tide of books, chronicles and pamphlets, where, in the 
end, the work of historians accounted for just a very small part.45 As had 
already been the case during the war, veterans, journalists, novelists, and 
ordinary citizens took up their pens to describe the war, usually through 
the prism of those key episodes and fi gures represented (where Belgian 
memory was concerned) by the invasion of 1914 and the role of King 
Albert and (where nationalist Flemish memory was concerned) the “mar-
tyrs” of Yser and the activist combat. This often engaged writing about 
the war benefi tted from at least as much attention and recognition as the 
output of professional historians. The fi gure of the witness, in particular, 
was erected as the authority par excellence with the credentials to deliver 
a narrative about the past. Within a movement of ego-history of European 
scope, Belgium stood out for the attention paid to the occupied country. 
A number of witnesses with a civilian experience of the war committed 
their memories to paper, when, in a more ambitious vein, they did not try 
to assemble “documents to serve history.”46 Encouraged by the symbolic 
capital it held (in particular through the fi gure of Cardinal Mercier, arch-
bishop of Malines and emblem of the resistance against the occupier), the 
Catholic Church also emerged at the end of the war as a historiographer.47 
One of the best-known works to which this tendency gave birth was the 
one by canon Jean Schmitz and dom Norbert Nieuwland. In no less than 
eight volumes and relying on the power of personal testimony, which they 
compared to the published documentation, these two clerics retraced the 
history of the invasion and the fi rst weeks of occupation in the provinces 
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of Namur and Luxembourg. Over and above this truly monumental work, 
a whole host of small parish chronicles appeared during the 1920s and 
1930s, with a mixture of patriotic ardor, Catholic moralism, and a desire 
to bear witness.48 Attesting to the power of this wave of evidence, in a 
period when ego-history was not yet in vogue among historians, Pirenne 
himself published his Souvenirs de captivité en Allemagne in 1920.49

The limited role played by professional historians in writing about the 
war also had to do with forms of logic peculiar to the discipline. In Bel-
gium, as elsewhere, the professionalization of history was developed in the 
nineteenth century based on studies of the Middle Ages (and to a lesser 
degree of modern times). During the fi rst half of the twentieth century, 
there were no departments of contemporary history in Belgian universi-
ties, and the very legitimacy of such a history was still bitterly disputed: 
hindsight would be necessary for historical objectivity.50 From then on, 
those who, all the same, focused on the contemporary period were usually 
confi ned to nineteenth-century studies. The disdain shown by academic 
history for more recent events, which would only disappear after 1945, 
was nevertheless shaken, a fi rst time, by the power of the 1914–18 event. 
Rare historians, armed, moreover, with the legitimacy they had acquired 
as medievalists, like Pirenne, then went beyond the prejudices of their 
professional culture and plunged into the intricacies of writing about the 
all too recent history of the Great War. The Pact of Locarno, which was 
meant to announce an international reconciliation as from 1925, pro-
vided, backdrop-like, the frame in which there emerged a “scientifi c” ex-
posé of the confl ict.

The most noteworthy book produced by that historiography wavering 
between patriotism and internationalism appeared in 1928. We owe it 
to the irreplaceable Pirenne, who here proposed a broad summary of the 
history of occupied Belgium (and to a lesser degree of Belgium in exile), 
based on the publications of the different national commissions of en-
quiry after the war, the archives brought together by the CAG, and the 
work of his colleagues within the Carnegie Endowment for International 
Peace.51 The book was in fact included in what undoubtedly represented 
the most outstanding historiographical effort undertaken between the 
wars, namely the transnational project that was launched in the early 
1920s by the Carnegie Endowment. Created in 1910, this private Amer-
ican foundation was, after the war, at the origin of a series that included 
no less than 150 volumes, dealing with some 15 countries. Proposing a 
huge socioeconomic history of societies in war, this series stood apart 
from current national historiographies by rejecting their patriotic logic 
and dismissing the military facts—the pacifi st logic of the Carnegie En-
dowment oblige.52
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The Belgian series ran to seven volumes, which all appeared between 
1924 and 1928.53 They undeniably upset the historiography of occupied 
Belgium by painstakingly and with hindsight dissecting the policy for 
the provision of supplies, Belgian industry, and the German administra-
tion. Some of the works, especially those devoted to unemployment and 
German legislation, are still reference works on the subject to this day.54 
The history they proposed was entirely focused on the experience of oc-
cupation: exile was only broached through a monograph devoted to the 
government that had taken refuge in France, while the experience of the 
soldiers was wiped from the map—in the tradition of all the Carnegie 
volumes. In addition, the training of the eight authors to whom we owe 
the seven volumes of the Belgian series merits attention. If the fi nal sum-
mary was unsurprisingly entrusted to Henri Pirenne, no other historian 
was brought into the project: there were fi ve jurists, one sociologist, and 
one engineer. Even in a history as ambitious as the one proposed by the 
Carnegie Endowment, professional historians occupied, as we can see, a 
marginal position when all was said and done. Here as elsewhere, they 
suffered the full brunt of competition from other academic disciplines, in 
particular the then-emerging social sciences.55

For other essential aspects of the Great War, such as the history of 
the front, professional historians abandoned the terrain, sometimes even 
in an outright way. Inspired by the social and economic history dear 
to Pirenne, the CAG thus laid claim, loud and clear, to the “exclusion 
of military facts” from its documentary explorations.56 From then on, 
military history, which represented a major part of book production be-
tween 1918 and 1940,57 remained the prerogative of the military men 
themselves. It was written around specifi c institutions, in particular the 
Army Museum, which became a state institution in 1923, and magazines 
that had the same status, such as the Bulletin belge des sciences militaries. 
These autonomous organizations guaranteed for military historiography 
a remarkable quantitative development, but they also had the effect of 
cutting off the other, more innovative tendencies, which were focused 
on the Great War at the same moment. Through these channels, it was 
in effect a literally nonacademic history that was written, where a de-
tailed erudition was often combined with a frenzied patriotism to narrate 
the moments, great and small, of a regiment or a battle. And in this 
fi eld, too, the moral importance of the witness, whether he was a proud 
general or a modest trooper, largely took precedence over that of the 
historian.

Further, after the 1920s, which had seen one or two fi gures cross the 
threshold of “immediate history,” academic historiography largely aban-
doned the study of World War I. The CAG, as we have seen, was dissolved 
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in 1928, the year when Pirenne’s book put a full stop to the Belgian series 
produced by the Carnegie Endowment. From the 1930s onward, there 
was no longer any doubt about the established fact that the Great War 
had not managed to impose contemporary history in universities. Less 
than ever, scholarly historiography was attuned to other forms of narra-
tive about the confl ict, as is shown by a parallel between academic histo-
riography and school textbooks. After the end of hostilities, the 1914–18 
experience was incorporated in the teaching of history. It was also pres-
ent in other subjects: at the beginning of the 1920s, almost all reading 
material devoted to national education was devoted to the Great War.58 
Throughout that decade, particularly in French-speaking Belgium, school 
textbooks were hallmarked by a distinctive Belgian nationalism and a 
marked Germanophobia. The cultural demobilization of that historiogra-
phy came late—it was only in the early 1930s that more pacifi st textbooks 
saw the light of day—and was short lived. The years leading up to World 
War II in fact saw the international climate become abruptly more tense, 
involving a sudden patriotic remobilization of that historiography. As a 
result, the non-conversion of Belgian school textbooks to the pacifi st ide-
ology between the wars can be read as a resistance to the canons of the 
new international morality that emerged with the Locarno agreements,59 
but it also implicitly revealed the relative powerlessness of professional 
historians to be heard. With the Great War, some of them did indeed 
move away from the positivist ethos of the nineteenth century and wrote 
a history of the present time, ahead of the pack. But nor did their hier-
atic narratives go astray in a proliferation of more infl uential memorial 
discourses, which gave pride of place to individual subjectivities, and the 
irreducible nature of the perceptible experience.60

1945–90

The post–World War II period was marked by the legitimization and in-
stitutionalization of contemporary history. Whereas the Great War had 
only very partially managed to erect the twentieth century as a respect-
able subject for a university historian, that situation was turned on its 
head everywhere in Europe after 1945.61 In Belgium, contemporary his-
tory once and for all gained a foothold in the academic landscape from 
the late 1960s on, as is well illustrated by the creation of the Revue Belge 
d’Histoire Contemporaine in 1969 and the Belgian Association for Con-
temporary History three years later. But in that development of a con-
temporary history, which before long would be the fi eld that attracted the 
greatest number of students in Belgium, World War I would only play a 
minor part.
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In the meantime, World War II pushed the 1914–18 experience to the 
sidelines. Up until the 1990s, Belgian historians were largely disinterested 
in the Great War: that confl ict seemed decidedly obsolete in relation to 
burning issues such as the forms of research potential offered by the pe-
riod 1940–45. Even military history found new questions to pose in the 
crushing defeat of 1940, and in the battle of the Ardennes, and before 
long would only broach World War I from its margins, the way its leading 
fi gure Henri Bernard did. Social and political approaches underwent an 
identical shift from the 1960s onward. This is attested to by the career 
of the Brussels-based historian José Gotovitch: when, in the early 1960s, 
he had already written his fi rst master’s dissertation devoted to the Great 
War62—because his research supervisor had barred him from working on 
the period 1940–45—and when he had been one of the historical advi-
sors for the television program 1914–1918: Le journal de la Grande Guerre, 
Gotovitch subsequently abandoned that terrain and became one of the 
leading lights in Belgium of the history of World War II. Among other 
things, he contributed to the development of the Centre de recherches et 
d’études historiques de la Seconde Guerre mondiale (CREHSGM). This 
research laboratory and documentation center was founded in 1969 and 
funded by the state; during the ensuing decades, it played a leading part in 
the remarkable rise of the historiography of the 1940–45 confl ict. There 
was a striking contrast with the lack of legitimacy that the Great War was 
then suffering from.

That lack of legitimacy came across clearly, fi rst and foremost, at the 
level of archival policy. While the CREHSGM gathered and invento-
ried everything relating to World War II, the 1914–18 period, to all ap-
pearances, was not among the priorities of the General Archives of the 
Kingdom. A similar lack of interest could be detected in universities: in 
them, World War I remained a marginal subject, despite the boom that 
contemporary history was enjoying in the groves of academe. An analysis 
of the articles published in the Revue Belge d’Histoire Contemporaine shows 
the quite relative importance of the Great War in that contemporary his-
toriography: only seven contributions out of 431 were devoted to World 
War I between 1969 and 1999. The report drawn up by the planners of 
the bibliography on the history of World War I in Belgium, which ap-
peared in 1987, was harsh: “The historical output relating to the subject is 
old and obsolete, when it is not non-existent.”63 The history of the Great 
War was only tackled in a sporadic and fragmented way. It was henceforth 
focused around three debates.

The fi rst of these controversies had to do with the fate of Flemish 
soldiers. In the nationalist Flemish memory, these combatants were pre-
sented as victims twice over, of both the violence at the front and the 
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bullying tactics of a French-speaking military apparatus. And this injus-
tice appeared all the more intolerable because those soldiers represented 
80 percent of the troops on the Yser, whereas the Belgian population 
was made up of 55 percent Dutch speakers as opposed to only 45 percent 
French speakers. This inequality in the sacrifi ce made grew from then 
on into a basic myth of Flemish nationalism: launched in 1917 by the 
activists, the fi gure of 80 percent Flemish soldiers became, for more than 
half a century, part of the arguments that rang out in the Yser Tower, but 
also in Flemish history books.64 It was not until the 1970s and 1980s that 
different Flemish historians came up with a critical approach, conduct-
ing their debate in the specialized literature but also in the columns of 
an infl uential newspaper like De Standaard. That historiographical debate 
was, needless to say, politically charged, but it was also heuristic in na-
ture: what sources were to be used to know the language spoken by the 
soldiers? It was only in the latter half of the 1980s that two military histo-
rians put a full stop to the discussion about what they called “the myth of 
the 80 percent”: Luc De Vos and Hans Keymeulen demonstrated that the 
percentage of Flemish soldiers among the Belgian war dead was 64 per-
cent, a really high casualty rate but lower than what nationalist Flemish 
mythology had always maintained.65

The second debate focused on the activist Flemish movement un-
der the occupation, and more broadly on the impact of World War I on 
Flemish nationalism. In the 1920s, the activists had been presented, in 
nationalist Flemish circles and, in particular, by their historians, as “ideal-
ists” expressing a long-felt Flemish frustration in the face of Francophone 
injustices. This image would be demolished in the 1970s by historians 
who were keen to go beyond conventional wisdom. In 1974, Lode Wils, 
an eminent specialist of the Flemish movement, set the cat among the 
pigeons: activism, he argued, was a creation of the occupier’s Flamenpo-
litik, and not vice versa.66 The anti-Belgian stance of the Flemish move-
ment, which did not exist prior to 1914, had been merely artifi cially 
imported by Germany to justify German occupation and to destroy the 
Belgian state. Without Flamenpolitik, he concluded that there would not 
have been any separatist Flemish nationalism. The following decades saw 
Flemish historiography clashing around Wils’s thesis, with some refuting 
it by highlighting the autonomy of the Flemish activists and the traces 
of anti-Belgian sentiment in the Flemish movement before 1914, while 
others radicalized it even more by asserting that the activism (and to a 
certain degree the Flemish movement) had, even before the war, been 
spurred on by German pan-Germanism.67

The third and fi nal discussion point had to do with the role of Al-
bert I in 1914–18. Up until 1945, books about this issue had more to do 
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with hagiography than with historiography, playing a direct part in the 
construction of the myth of the “king-cum-knight,” emblem of Belgian 
military heroism.68 It was only from the 1970s onward that a new genera-
tion of historians would go beyond this mythological narrative, especially 
under the infl uence of the Royal Question and the virulent controver-
sies about the attitude of Albert I’s son and heir, Léopold III, during the 
second occupation. For the fi rst time, the archives were put to use and 
markedly nuanced the image of a king heroically standing up to German 
barbarism. Various authors showed that, with his concern to preserve Eu-
ropean equilibrium, the sovereign had attempted to obtain not so much 
a military victory but a peace based on compromise during the war, espe-
cially by engaging in talks with Germany.69 Over the years that followed, 
the historian and archivist Marie-Rose Thielemans pushed this analysis 
considerably further: Albert, for her, had been a pacifi st, not to say defeat-
ist king.70 The initial myth, as we have seen, was thus almost completely 
stood on its head, which, in return, certainly gave rise to other more sub-
tle writings.71 Subsequently, this issue became less fervent, and the debate 
shifted from Albert’s diplomatic action to his linguistic policy.

These three debates that punctuated the historiography of the Great 
War from the 1960s to the 1990s shared several features in common. 
First of all, they attested to the emergence of a new generation of his-
torians who, relying on in-depth archival investigation, were keen to be 
done with the myth that had hitherto dominated Belgian and Flemish 
memories. From then on, while scholarly historiography and collective 
memories had been developed without too much contact during the in-
terwar years, a dialogue came into being in the 1960s. The emergence of 
a new critical function devolving to historiography came into being at 
this point: henceforth, historians had a moral duty, that of analyzing and 
deconstructing the received ideas of the public debate. Illustrative of this 
were the abovementioned works about World War I, but also, in an even 
more vigorous manner, the critical historiography of World War II, which 
was forcefully introduced from the 1970s onward.72

Another shared and probably less heartening feature of these three 
debates was their isolation. Everyone took their place within a political 
history that was, in the end, traditional, and also dominated by the com-
munity challenges that are constructing and also unraveling Belgium. If 
this historiography was open to public debate, it was in no event open 
to the new international tendencies emerging at that time around the 
Great War.73 Those three quintessentially Belgian debates completely 
sidestepped the social history that, from the 1970s onward, was renewing 
knowledge of the confl ict at the international level. This ignorance was 
explained by the fact that these three controversies were, above all, the 
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result of discussions coming from other historiographies. They were part 
and parcel of the Flemish movement and of the history of the royal func-
tion—two historiographical issues that were major ones at that time—
without ever taking the Great War as a subject per se.

As far as social history is concerned, which became de rigueur at that 
time in the history departments of the universities of Brussels and Ghent, 
it is currently disregarding the short timeframe of the world wars. Whereas 
an economic and social historian such as Pirenne had lent respectability 
to the historiography of 1914–18 during the interwar years, his succes-
sors now focused on other subjects and other time frames.74 Only a hand-
ful of isolated efforts saw the light of day. Let us mention, in particular, 
the works of Peter Scholliers, which, from the late 1970s onward and 
throughout the 1980s, turned out to be close to those then being written 
by Jürgen Kocka in Germany and Jay Winter in England.75 A later ex-
ample of transnationalization is provided for us by the history of women: 
drawing inspiration from French and Anglo-Saxon debates, pioneers such 
as Eliane Gubin and Denise De Weerdt focused on the role of women in 
1914–18, and the impact that the confl ict had on relations between the 
sexes.76 But these new readings of the Great War, proposing an approach 
that was at once more social and less nationally confi ned, would have no 
sequel, and gave rise neither to historiographical currents nor to institu-
tional networks.

If Belgian historians missed out on the swift development of European 
historiography about the Great War in the 1970s and 1980s, they also 
showed little interest in a German historiography that, in the same pe-
riod, focused anew on the Belgian case. In the wake of the discussions 
caused by the Griff nach der Weltmacht (Grasp for World Power) by Fritz 
Fischer,77 the occupation policy in Belgium would be the subject of vari-
ous German research projects. The franc-tireur issue, the role of Cardinal 
Mercier, and the destruction of the Louvain Library are some of the sub-
jects dealt with in these books, which, for the most part, appeared during 
the 1980s.78 But these works had few repercussions in Belgium. It was not 
until the later half of the 1990s that Belgian historians joined the Euro-
pean bandwagon.

1990–2000

The end of the twentieth century saw the Great War make a spectacular 
comeback within Belgian historiography. This stepped-up interest in a 
subject that, just a few years earlier, seemed irrevocably dated was part 
and parcel of a wider reemergence at the international level. There were 
many different reasons for this, and, on the basis of a classic explanation, 
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they had to do with the geopolitical developments that were then caus-
ing upheavals in Europe. The civil war, which tore the former Yugoslavia 
(precisely where, of course, World War I had started) asunder, seemed to 
announce the return of nationalism, in varying forms, while the collapse 
of the Eastern Bloc brought out new lines of thought about the historical 
unity of what became the “short twentieth century.” According to this 
argument, while World War II remained a central event, it was no longer 
the springboard of analysis. From then on, it was the Great War that was 
interpreted as the matricial catastrophe in a century that started in 1914 
and ended in 1989.79

In Belgium, this historiographical renewal can be broken down into 
three distinct sequences. In 1997, the Belgian historian Sophie De Schaep-
drijver published De Groote Oorlog, a somewhat ordinary title for a work 
that is anything but ordinary. Her book presented nothing less than the 
fi rst summary account of Belgium in 1914–18 since Pirenne’s book, which 
appeared seventy years earlier.80 The book, which was immediately ac-
claimed, was a tour de force. In it, De Schaepdrijver proposed an ambi-
tious general survey of Belgian experiences during the 1914–18 period, 
based on a bibliography that we might describe, at the very least, as frag-
mented and incomplete; but she herself also delved into the archives, in 
particular personal ones. Combining political, social, and cultural history, 
the book married an academic approach—it swiftly became the reference 
book on the period—with an attractive narrative style, which lay at the 
root of its public success. For several weeks, a history book was at the top 
of the nonfi ction bestseller lists, a rare occurrence in Belgium. Its Dutch 
version alone was reprinted nine times between 1997 and 2008. As for 
its author, who had hitherto held a somewhat marginal position in the 
national historiographical arena (she had obtained a PhD from Amster-
dam University and had since taught in the Netherlands), she was pro-
pelled to the very core of the new developments taking place around the 
1914–18 war.

If the book by Sophie De Schaepdrijver, who has meanwhile been 
teaching at Pennsylvania State University, sounded the alarm, it was 
initially just a solitary work. During the years that followed, academic 
research into World War I in Belgium would become institutionalized, 
taking two complementary directions. The fi rst was that of a cultural his-
tory, with a fi rm foothold at the Catholic University in Louvain (UCL), 
gravitating around Laurence van Ypersele. In 1994, this historian had sub-
mitted a doctoral thesis about King Albert I. Unlike in the previous gen-
eration, it was no longer royal practice but the myth constructed around 
the “warrior-king” that was now the subject of analysis.81 This approach, 
in terms of history, to social representations subsequently hallmarked all 
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the output from UCL. From the end of the 1990s, this output focused on 
the impact of the Great War on Belgian society, in particular through 
studies of war memorials and memories of the atrocities of 1914.82 More 
recently, this trend would broaden its area of interest to other themes, 
such as resistance and espionage in occupied Belgium, the occupation of 
the Ruhr, and the “purifi cation” after the German occupation.83 On the 
international level, this fi rst Belgian “school” of 1914–18 enjoyed an im-
portant process of legitimization with the co-opting of its leading light, 
Laurence van Ypersele, within the steering committee of the Interna-
tional Research Center of the Historial de Péronne, with which she had 
long shared a cultural approach to war.

The second area of development was, for its part, included more in the 
tradition of social history. It fi rst emerged within the old Centre de re-
cherches et d’études historiques de la Seconde Guerre mondiale, renamed, 
from 1997 on, Centre d’études et de documentation Guerre et Sociétés 
Contemporaines (CegeSoma). This change of name conveyed the en-
largement of the chronological focus of this public institution, which now 
included the whole of the twentieth century in its themes.84 In it, World 
War I, in particular, was promoted as a special area of investigation, and 
the CegeSoma soon became a fully-fl edged player in the historiography of 
1914–18, proposing doctoral theses, holding conferences, and devoting 
themed issues of its magazine to it, and, more recently, initiating public 
history projects around commemorations for the centenary of the war. 
The history of war experiences it promoted, giving pride of place to the 
people involved, the institutions, and their agency, with an often explicit 
comparison between the two world wars, subsequently gained a fi rm foot-
hold in the academic arena, in particular at Ghent University where it 
encountered a powerful tradition of social history.

Alongside CegeSoma, another federal institution played a leading 
role in this historiographical renewal. From the latter half of the 1990s 
onward, the General Archives of the Kingdom (AGR) conducted a re-
markably committed policy involving the availability of the 1914–18 ar-
chives, contrasting radically with the lack of interest that had surrounded 
those documents since the interwar period.85 Over a fi fteen-year span, 
more than two hundred archival inventories for that period were pub-
lished by the AGR. This structural effort, the only one capable of making 
another writing of the history of Belgium in 1914–18 possible, also went 
hand in hand with a policy promoting new research fi ndings. In 2001, a 
conference-cum-assessment was organized about the state of sources and 
historiography, and, in 2010, another such event was devoted to the end 
of the war.86 Lastly, where publishing was concerned, the AGR distin-
guished itself by creating a collection devoted specifi cally to the Great 
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War. Launched in 2001, this series of Etudes sur la Première Guerre mondi-
ale today includes some twenty volumes, most of them doctoral disserta-
tions that duly enjoyed a wider readership.

The comeback of the Great War in historiography was in fact also con-
spicuous in master’s theses produced in history departments. This fact is 
not insignifi cant when one knows that, in Belgium, it is here that a basic 
part of research, one relying more broadly on archival work, takes place. 
The quantitative analysis of master’s theses submitted since 1957 shows 
that it was only from the 1980s onward that the Great War became a (le-
gitimate) topic of study within the Belgian academic world.87 And it was 
only in the 2000s that the number of dissertations increased signifi cantly, 
attesting to the clear revival of interest for World War I.

The predominance of the Catholic University of Louvain where aca-
demic production is concerned can also be observed with regard to fi nal 
dissertations. More generally, in spite of a more limited number of stu-
dents, French-speaking universities are “producing” two-thirds of these 
works, seemingly revealing a greater interest in World War I in the south 
of the country than in the north. This imbalance is even more fl agrant 
where doctoral theses are concerned: over the past three decades, ten 
theses about the Great War have been submitted in French-speaking 
universities, as opposed to fi ve in Flanders. How are we to explain this 
lopsidedness? In the fi rst analysis, we might put forward the hypothe-
sis that the “patriotic” character of the Belgian experience in 1914–18 
would pose more of a problem in Flanders, whereas it would be desirable 
in a French-speaking Belgium, which is apparently ever more attached 
to unitarianism. But, in a more prosaic way, the explanation probably 
has to do above all with systems of historiographical logic. The early re-

Figure 2.1. Master’s Theses on World War I in History Departments (n=349).
Source: Statistics from database compiled by Sihem Talbi (Université du Luxembourg). Chart by 
the author.
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ception of the school of Péronne in French-speaking Belgium, tradition-
ally paying heed to French debates, has undeniably relaunched interest 
in 1914–18 in this part of the country. And the leading part played by 
van Ypersele, institutionally associated with the Historial de Péronne and 
the Catholic University of Louvain has done the rest: one-third of the 
dissertations about the Great War produced over the last decade have 
been under the supervision of this professor. This helps toward a better 
understanding of why, up until the 1990s, the majority of theses were 
submitted in Dutch-speaking universities, and why there was a reversal 

Figure 2.2. Master’s Theses on World War I by Universities (n=349).
Source: Statistics from database compiled by Sihem Talbi (Université du Luxembourg). Chart by 
the author.
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of this tendency from the early 2000s onward. Lastly, where these fi nal 
theses are concerned, at the very least it has to be said that the Great War 
is still attracting more male students (61 percent) than female students 
(39 percent).

Current Perspectives

“How can one not be interested in Belgian history?” This was the question 
raised by the US-based British historian Tony Judt and others in 2005, 
with a twist of irony.88 The historiography of 1914–18 nevertheless offers 
a thoroughly serious answer to this question. Since the 2000s, Belgian 
historians are not in fact the only ones to have (re-)become interested in 
the experience of Belgium in the Great War. Within the framework of an 
international questioning about the emergence of “total war,”89 the Bel-
gian case is now attracting the attention of foreign historians. Published 
in 2001, the already classic book by John Horne and Alan Kramer (Trin-
ity College, Dublin) about the “German atrocities” of 1914 illustrates this 
interest, but also the interest that Belgium presents in a transnational 
line of thinking about the violence of war and the way it affects civil-
ians.90 The effect of this book, which won the prestigious Fraenkel Prize 
for Contemporary History, was to reposition Belgium at the hub of the 
international historiography of 1914–18. Following in the direct wake of 
Horne and Kramer, other authors would focus on the German invasion in 
Belgium to the point where the subtitle of “untold story” chosen by one of 
them may seem somewhat inappropriate.91

In a more original way, other works produced abroad over the past 
decade are enriching thinking about the all-encompassing nature of war 
by also taking Belgium as a paradigmatic case. The exploitation of man-
ual labor in occupied territory, the artistic and patrimonial plunder, and 
forms of civilian resistance are all subjects that contribute just as much to 
an international discussion as to making up for the gaps in domestic his-
toriography.92 This internationalization of research can also be felt with 
regard to doctoral research: more than one-third of the theses submit-
ted over the last three decades about Belgium in 1914–18 were done so 
abroad (mainly in Germany), which represents a noteworthy exception 
with regard to other periods of Belgian history.93 In this way, where sum-
maries are also concerned, the case of (occupied) Belgium has been fully 
incorporated in a transnational history of the war.94

The disillusioned assessment that the English historian Martin Con-
way put forward in 1994—the history of Belgium is “remarkably ne-
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glected”—is thus no longer valid for the experience of the Great War.95 
On the contrary, this period seems to be one of the only periods when 
the Belgian case has been taken into account in an international debate. 
Unlike what happened during the 1980s, and the silence that surrounded 
the works being produced in Germany, a dialogue was struck up this time 
between international historiography and Belgian historiography. The 
conference held in 2003 at the Free University in Brussels, titled “Une 
guerre totale? La Belgique dans la Première Guerre mondiale,” illustrated 
the intensity of that dialogue, because one-third of the forty or so speak-
ers at that conference came from abroad.96 In Belgium too, from now on, 
the Great War is being written about and included within a transnational 
framework, and the infl uence of an intrinsically international project like 
the Historial of Péronne cannot be overestimated in this regard.

Present-day historiography is organized around three experiences—
occupation, exile, and the front—that bolster Belgium as a laboratory of 
total war, foreshadowing what Europe would be in the fi rst half of the 
twentieth century.97 Through this kaleidoscope of experiences, whose di-
versity for the past ten years or so has enjoyed a certain historiographi-
cal depth, social history seems to be making its comeback. If the cultural 
approach has indisputably given a new impetus to a subject that seemed 
exhausted, by proposing a questioning about the “culture of war” and the 
legacy of the confl ict, the social organization of war experiences today 
seems to be one of the main threads of research in progress. If the his-
tory of the occupation was much written about from the interwar period 
onward, the great synthetic works of that period are also being renewed 
today by a historiography that is more attentive to interplays of scales 
and local practices.98 The dynamics of social control, subsistence, and 
resistance are now being put under the magnifying glass,99 just like the 
margins of maneuver and processes of adaptation where institutions are 
concerned, be they police or legal bodies, under occupation.100 For its 
part, experience of the front had for many years only been broached in 
the shadows of the controversies about the Flemish movement and the 
attitude of King Albert; this then vanished from the areas of concern of 
historians, as is shown by its absence from the conference “A Total War?” 
held in 2003. Since then, a certain number of historians have reinvesti-
gated the experience of Belgian soldiers, in particular through the lens of 
the institutions and disciplinary organizations they had to deal with.101 
Lastly, for almost a century, refugees were the real blind spot of history 
and of the memory of 1914–18. In the end they, too, found their historian 
during the 2000s, who highlighted the socially differentiated character 
of experiences of exile.102 To these three henceforth defi ned fi elds was 
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timidly added the history of the colonies in 1914–18 and the history of 
multicultural aspects on the Belgian front, which remain areas that are 
largely undeveloped.103 The time when just a few issues—the linguistic 
division and the royal function—were still informing the historiography 
of the war is well and truly behind us.

Through this thematic development and thanks to the creation of in-
stitutional infrastructures, Belgian historians have gained a fi rm foothold 
in the discussion about the war past. But we shouldn’t be fooled by this 
success: since the confl ict itself, the voices of historians have never been 
the only ones to make themselves heard. The many witnesses who, for 
decades, had occupied a pivotal place in commemorations, died a long 
time ago, of course, but other bearers of memories have also been part of 
the revival of interest around 1914–18. The powers that be, in particular, 
have become quintessential players in the memory of the Great War.

What has been and still is the place of historians in this context? As 
we have seen, Belgian historians have long struggled to make themselves 
heard in the debate about the war past. It was only in the 1960s, when 
the generation of witnesses was dwindling, that historians assumed an im-
portant role in this debate, by attacking the myths that had brought into 
being both Belgian and Flemish patriotic memories. In an ever more inde-
pendent way, from the 1990s onward they even developed a new history 
of World War I, which was less straitjacketed in systems of national logic. 
However, the commemorative wave of 2014–18 can be considered a re-
minder of the fact that, to borrow the famous words of Antoine Prost and 
Jay Winter, “The war of 1914 belongs to nobody, not even historians.”104 
In French-speaking Belgium and at the federal level, historians have been 
integrated into the commemorative framework, something that has not 
failed to stir up certain questions about the (potential) absence of critical 
voices with regard to such explicitly political projects.105 On the Flem-
ish side, however, within a commemorative policy dominated by issues 
of tourism and national assertion, historians have simply been sidelined. 
And this, in its turn, has stirred up angry reactions, in particular from the 
historian Sophie De Schaepdrijver, railing against a “Flemish affront to 
all its historians.”106

The centenary has led historians to work differently and to interact 
with a multitude of commemorative actors they had not necessarily been 
used to working with, be they politicians, the media, or large private com-
panies wishing to organize events and exhibitions. The role and practice 
of the historian has deeply been affected by this: while his expertise re-
mains of course recognized, he must also—one might argue too often—
deal with imperatives that are at times incompatible with the principles 
governing the academic fi eld. Public history practices are still not as de-
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veloped as they should be and will have to be professionalized in a new 
context, where history tends to become a product.

This critical remark notwithstanding, professional historians have, 
as a matter of fact, been present at all levels throughout the centenary: 
they have made an effort to popularize recent World War I research in 
books,107 in the media (in many regards taking the place of the necessarily 
lacking witnesses), in documentaries and docudramas (without, however, 
having a word to say in the editing process), in numerous scientifi c com-
mittees of exhibitions, or simply in giving lectures to a broader public. In 
this context, one cannot fail to note the variety of cases. Sometimes his-
torians were used to obtain public funds (the major exhibitions in Liège-
Guillemin and at the Royal Museum of the Army); then there were sci-
entifi c committees that only existed on paper (e.g. Liège), or committees 
whose recommendations have fi nally not been followed (MRA). In other 
cases, the historians’ advice has been completely taken into account: the 
Bruges exhibition with Sophie De Schaepdrijver is a case in point just 
as the RTBF (Belgian public television) documentaries, where Marianne 
Sluszny called upon professional historians to correct her synopsis. Some-
times historians receive payment (as much for their work as for staying 
quiet), sometimes not. Is it possible to avoid instrumentalization? Can we 
protect our research (and our reputation) against being used for political 
(or other) purposes? Experience tells us this can be diffi cult, at times.

Whenever historians have been listened to, the result was an undeni-
able intellectual gain. However, one should be careful not to think that 
this gain was automatically synonymous with public attention. In fact, as 
people with a little PR-experience know, the emotional and the spectac-
ular tend to draw more audience than intellectual refl ection, even if we 
should avoid thinking of these as being principally antithetic toward one 
another. On a slightly different note, one should not fail to acknowledge 
that the massive turnout in Liège and Mons on 4 August 2014 was very 
much due to the presence of Prince William and Princess Kate. Likewise, 
in Nieuwpoort on 28 October 2014, and in Ploegsteert on 11 December 
2014, people fl ocked to see Angela Merkel and Michel Platini respec-
tively. And on 11 November 2018, the public moved to the Column of 
Congress to see King Philip and Queen Mathilde. It should be noted, 
however, that this “star” effect should not obscure the real public enthu-
siasm for 1914–18.

In any case, the sustained presence and engagement of historians 
throughout the centenary, whether on the Walloon or on the federal 
side, has undoubtedly facilitated the launching of several research proj-
ects on the Great War.108 It seems that Belgium has gone quite far in 
that direction, at least by international comparison: there have been no 
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less than thirty-four theses on World War I funded as part of the cente-
nary commemorations, sometimes directly by the federal government,109 
sometimes by the government of the Wallonia-Brussels Federation,110 
sometimes by all Belgian universities. The new research takes advantage 
of the countless archival resources freshly inventoried or newly uncov-
ered by families. While social history seems to have gained some ground 
on cultural history,111 this new social history remains in many regards 
inspired by the cultural history approach.112 The most recent aspects are 
interdisciplinarity, the emergence of the history of emotions and gender 
history, as well as transnational history.113 Occupied Belgium is no longer 
studied without taking into account the North of France, which was also 
occupied.114 In the same vein, occupier-occupied relations can no longer 
be addressed without using the archives of all the countries involved to 
cross-reference points of view. And the end of the war can now only be 
understood in terms of multiple longer postwar processes, characterized 
by multiple intersecting chronologies that altogether broaden the fi eld of 
investigation.

Looking back on the commemorative wave of 2014–18, it has to be 
said that both the history and the memory of the Great War have never, 
since the between-the-wars period, been the subject of any such atten-
tion, be it political or scientifi c. But at a time when the public authori-
ties are turning the past into an area of intervention, and at a time when 
historians are attempting to combine the demands of a transnational 
science with a concern for a public history, the role of both in the pro-
duction of a narrative about the past is, more than ever, a controversial 
challenge.
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